. However, several mm/yr represents a motion around the geodetic mark (monument instability). significant level of error for many studies requiring a stable We define the residual velocity of a site as the velocity reference frame, and also represents a significant rate of unexplained by motion of a perfectly rigid plate. It can be deformation over geological time, perhaps explaining considered the root sum square of all real and apparent phenomenon such as New Madrid seismicity.
By inspecting residuals and comparing to possible nonrigid plate processes and to GPS errors we may be able to distinguish between two possibilities:
1. The residuals are significant and represent the limit of plate rigidity. One or more unmodeled processes such as post-glacial rebound, plate boundary zone tectonics, or other large scale non-rigidity, perturb the velocity field at one or more sites compared to that expected for a rigid plate. However, note that even if residuals are higher than quoted errors we have not necessarily proven non-rigidity -we may The Euler poles for the eastern and western blocks overlap at 95% confidence (Table 2) 
